
FU-Fighters 2001 (Global Vision)Ra�ul Rojas, Sven Behnke, Ahim Liers, and Lars KnippingFree University of Berlin, Institute of Computer SieneTakustr. 9, 14195 Berlin, Germanyfrojasjbehnkejliersjknippingg�inf.fu-berlin.dehttp://www.fu-fighters.de1 IntrodutionOur F180 team, the FU-Fighters, partiipated for the third time at the RoboCupompetition. This year we used a heterogeneous team, onsisting of improveddi�erential drive robots and new omnidiretional robots. We designed new ele-tronis and added predition and path planning to the behavior ontrol. Ourteam won fourth plae in the SmallSize league ompetition.2 Team DevelopmentTeam Leader: Ra�ul Rojas (ollege professor)Team Members:Sven Behnke (sienti� sta�): general designAhim Liers (sienti� sta�): eletronis, mehanisLars Knipping (sienti� sta�): behavior ontrolBernhard Fr�otshl (sienti� sta�): web site, organizationMark Simon (student): global vision, user interfaeKirill Koulehov (student): behavior ontrol, miroontroller programmingLars Wolter (student): behavior ontrol, user interfaeOliver Tenhio (student): mehanis3 Mehanial and Eletrial DesignFor RoboCup 2001 we built a new generation of omnidiretional robots as shownin Figure 1. The robots are equipped with three DC-motors that have an inte-grated 19:1 gear and an impulse generator with 16 tiks per revolution. Theydrive speial wheels whih allow for omnidiretional movement [4, 5℄. Further,the robots use a rotating kiking devie. We also used speialized robots asdefenders or for o�ense when appropriate. They are also shown in the �gure.For loal ontrol we developed a new miroontroller board that is based onthe Motorola HC12, as shown in Figure 2. This ontroller features 8KB RAM,2KB EEPROM, 128KB ash, several timers, four PWM-units, digital I/Os, eightanalog inputs, two RS-232 serial lines, and a CAN interfae. The board andrive with pulse-width modulation four DC-motors and aptures the impulses
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Fig. 1. Di�erent robots designs. From left to right: lassial two wheeled design, twowheeled defender, and robot with omnidiretional drive.generated by them. Further, four servos an be steered and eight on/o� swithesan be used. A mezzanine board ontains a radio transeiver SE200 working inthe 433MHz band that an be tuned to 15 hannels in 100kHz steps.The robots reeive ommands via a wireless serial link with a speed of 19,200baud. The host sends 10-byte pakets that inlude address, ontrol bits, motorspeeds, and heksum. The miroontroller deodes the pakets, heks theirintegrity, and sets the target values for the ontrol of the motor speeds.Our robots are powered by 8 Ni-MH rehargeable mignon batteries. We im-plemented loally a PID-ontrol of the motor speeds.

Fig. 2. HC12 miroontroller board.



FU-Fighters 2001 (Global Vision) 34 Computer Vision and PreditionThe only physial sensor for our behavior ontrol software is a S-VHS amerathat looks at the �eld from above and outputs a video stream in NTSC formatthat is aptured by a PC. The omputer vision system running on the PC �ndsand traks the ball and the robots. We used an improved version of the systemdesribed in [2℄. Unfortunately, the information about the world is extrated witha delay aused by ommuniation, mehanial onstraints, and the omputer vi-sion system. The feedbak (the result) of an ation deision is pereived typiallybetween 100ms and 150ms after the deision has been made. This auses prob-lems when robots move fast, produing overshooting or osillations in movementontrol. One way to deal with the delay would be to move more slowly, but thisis often not desirable.Our approah to solve that problem is to predit the movement of the robotsfor the next few frames. We feed the last robot positions and orientations (rel-ative to the urrent robot position and orientation) and ation ommands to afeed forward neural network that is trained to predit the robot position andorientation for a point in time 130ms away. We train the network with reordeddata before the game. The predited positions and orientations are used for be-havior ontrol. This approximately anels the e�ets of the delay and allows forfast and exat movement ontrol.5 Hierarhial Reative Behavior and Path PlanningWe use a hierarhy of reative behaviors to ontrol the robots. Simple behaviorsare arranged in layers that work on di�erent time sales. Fast primitive behaviors,suh as taxis are implemented in the lowest layer. More omplex, but slowerbehaviors are produed by the higher layers of the system. A more detaileddesription of our ontrol arhiteture is given in [1, 3℄.Sine the �eld is very rowded and signi�ant ontat with other robotsmust be avoided, we implemented a path planner on the seond layer of thebehavior ontrol system. The path planner �nds a path from a start point (theurrent robot position) to a goal (the desired robot position). Using dynamiprogramming and best-�rst searh it omputes the heapest path on a grid thatavoids obstales suh as other robots or the defense area. Figure 3 illustratesthe behavior of the path planner. After the path has been found, the �rst pointA where the path signi�antly turns is determined and ommuniated as targetposition to the lowest ontrol level. As the robot moves towards A, the path isonstantly re-planned and the turn point A moves towards the goal.6 Future WorkIn order to redue the ontrol delay, we plan to implement a larger portion ofour behavior hierarhy diretly on the robots. To allow for faster and more exatmovement, fast loal sensors for robot motion and obstales are needed. We also
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Fig. 3. Pathplanner. The shading of ells orresponds to ost. Expensive dark ells areaused by obstales, suh as other robots and walls, and by the defense area that shouldnot be visited by �eld players. The dark blue ells show the path with the smallestaggregated osts that is omputed by a best �rst searh that visits only parts of thegrid. White ells need not be onsidered. Point A is the �rst signi�ant turn on thepath. This point is ommuniated to the lowest layer in behavior ontrol together withthe diretion towards point B. The robot drives from start towards A suh that it annext turn to B. As the robot approahes the goal, the path is updated and points Aand B move loser to the goal.plan to develop more sophistiated ball handling mehanisms and ontrolledkiks that are needed for omplex behaviors suh as passing.Referenes1. Behnke, S., Fr�otshl, B., Rojas, R., Akers, P., Lindstrot, W., de Melo, M.,Shebesh, A., Simon, M., Sprengel, M, Tenhio, M.: Using hierarhial dynami-al systems to ontrol reative behavior. In: Veloso, M., Pagello, E., Kitano, H.(eds): RoboCup-99: Robot Soer World Cup III, pp. 186-195, Springer, 2000.2. Simon, M., Behnke, S., Rojas, R.: Robust Real Time Color Traking. In: Stone,P., Balh, T., Kraetszhmar (eds): RoboCup-2000: Robot Soer World Cup IV, pp.239-248, Springer, 2001.3. Behnke, S., Rojas, R.: A Hierarhy of Reative Behaviors Handles Complexity. In:Hannebauer, M., Wendler, J., Pagello, E. (eds.): Balaning Reativity and SoialDeliberation in Multi-Agent Systems, pp. 125-136, Springer, 2001.4. Reshko, G., Mason, M., Nourbakhsh, I.: Rapid Prototyping of Small Robots, Teh-nial Report, CMU, 2000.5. Palm Pilot Robot Kit. The Robotis Institute, CMU, http://www.mu.edu/�pprk.


